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What we will talk about today
• Young learners and assessment

• Our aims as teachers in 
supporting students

• Strategies to help students feel relaxed 
and confident in formal exams

• How to assess speaking and writing

• Monitoring ongoing progression: 
formative assessment

• Giving feedback



Young learners and assessment

•Why do we test young learners?

•How do your young learners feel 
about assessment?

•Why?

•How does testing affect self-esteem?



Our aims as teachers

Ensure students:
• know they are being tested
• know what they are being tested on
• know how to do the test
• are well-prepared for the content
• are given manageable results
• are given a second opportunity



Strategies to help students

• Personalize
• Collaborate
• Reflect
•Help my friend
• Second chance
•Own it!



Personalize - example
Example classroom activity to help practice Writing skills for Flyers



Personalize - example



Personalize - rationale
Strategy:
With pictures or with books closed, ask questions that relate the task 
topic to students’ own lives so they can ‘imagine’ the scenario and 
setting and think of the usual things that happen in that context. 

Why?
• Helps students to understand that English can be connected to 

their own lives 
• Gives students a framework for making language decisions in 

e.g. vocabulary and grammar or functions. 



Collaborate - example 
Example classroom activity to help practice Speaking skills for Movers



Collaborate - example 

Collaborate: 
Ask students in 
pairs to decide 
orally two things 
they know about 
each noun. 



Collaborate - rationale

Strategy:
Allow students to plan and prepare in groups, even if each group 
ends up producing the same result.

Why?
• Gives student some calm preparation time
• Allows them to make mistakes in planning
• You can monitor and pick up mistakes before students need 

to perform
• Students can revise several times before production
• Students can learn from each other



Reflect - example
Example classroom activity to help practice Listening skills for Starters



Reflect - example

Reflect: 
Ask students to think 
about how they could 
do the task better, e.g. 
by coloring more 
quickly, by listening for 
important 
words/nouns, etc.



Reflect - rationale

Strategy:
After completing a task, ask students to think about how they could 
do better, i.e. what went wrong. They can do as a class or in groups 
or pairs depending on their level. 

Why?
• It is vital students understand what they find challenging in 

order to progress
• Allows discussion of how to get better
• Gives a deeper understanding of task so less scary



Help my friend - example
Example classroom activity to help practice Reading skills for Movers



Help my friend - example
Help my friend: 
Check the answers with the class then ask 
students in pairs to check each other’s spelling.



Help my friend - rationale

Strategy:
After completing a task, students work in pairs to each help each 
other improve their answer or to explain something to each other.

Why?
• Allows students to absorb cognitive processes of reflection
• Improves self-esteem as each student can be good at 

something
• Students can learn from each other



Second chance - example
Example classroom activity to help practice Speaking skills for Flyers



Second chance - example

Second chance:
Ask students to 
create three new 
questions on another 
topic they have 
studied already. Then 
put them into new 
pairs to ask and 
answer. Remind 
them to focus on 
interaction. Monitor.



Second chance - rationale
Strategy:
After a speaking or writing task and a discussion of answers or errors, 
allow students to repeat or make a ‘clean’ copy so they have the best 
version. Preferably do this fairly soon after their first attempt. 

Why?
• Young learners need repetition = fluency
• Gives them a chance to be successful; creates memory
• Young learners especially do not learn in a linear way so 

need opportunities to go back and repeat things



Own it! - example
Example classroom activity to help practice Reading skills for Starters



Own it! - example

Own it!:
Ask students in pairs 
to write three new 
sentences, one must 
be incorrect. They 
then move into new 
pairs and swap 
questions to answer 
yes or no. 



Own it! - rationale

Strategy:
After completing a task, allow students to create their own similar task preferably 
connected with their own lives. This might only be a small part of the task. Swap with 
others to do their task then allow the ‘designer(s)’ to check.

Why?
• Allows students to see how tests work so gives them a better 

understanding of what’s required
• Makes students feel not so daunted because they too can 

create a task
• Students feel empowered; not scared
• Students have fun by making tasks for their classmates



Strategies: Summary

• Personalize
• Collaborate
• Reflect
• Help my friend
• Second chance
• Own it!



Approaches to assessing writing & speaking

• Challenges

• Example speaking criteria for Cambridge Young Learners 
exams

Vocab and grammar | Pronunciation |  Interaction

• Example writing criteria for Cambridge Young Learners 
exams

cohesion | sticking to task | understandable

• Issues for young learners



Assessing writing & speaking 
Method
• Allow students to do a task then 

use a single aspect of assessment.
• Give students feedback; allow them 

to practice task again.
• For the next task, use a different 

single criterion.
• Towards the end of the course, 

start using all the criteria together 
to assess their performance.



Assessing speaking: example

Focus on one aspect of the 
assessment. Listen and make 
notes of any problems and then 
go back over this with the class 
after the activity. Don’t interrupt 
the flow of the activity.



Monitoring ongoing progression

How do you do this?

Suggestions:
• Use observation for all skills
•Make sure assessment tasks are 

the same as usual class activities
•Monitoring must be regular
• Give oral feedback and/or 

progress notes, not scores



Monitoring progression

Exercise 
references 

Performance 
descriptors       
 

Assessment activity 1 Remedial activity Assessment 
Activity 2 

READING 
Units 1 – 5, 
Ls 2 & 4 

CAN understand simple 
sentences 

Choose eight sentences from 
the units and write on the 
board or a worksheet. In 
pairs, students read and 
draw to illustrate 
understanding. 

True/False: Write 
sentences on the board 
using the same structures 
with the topic of the class 
or students. Students in 
pairs, answer True or False.  

After Unit 7, 
repeat Act 1 with 
different 
sentences from 
same units.  

 



Giving feedback

Student:   (name) 
Student can Progress 1 

assessment 
Feedback Progress 2 assessment  

understand simple sentences Date: 13 Sep  
A   B     C     

problems understanding sentences with 
pronouns 

Date: 9 Dec   
A     B     C 

 



Summary

• Young learners and assessment
• Our aims as teachers in supporting 

students
• Strategies to help students feel relaxed 

and confident in formal exams
• How to assess speaking and writing
• Monitoring ongoing progression: 

formative assessment
• Giving feedback
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